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Ferromagnetic transition in EuS-PbS multilayers
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The magnetic properties of multilayers of ferromagnetic EuS intercalated with diamagnetic PbS were studied
as a function of the EuS layer thickness~varying from 2 to 200 ML!. The critical temperatureTC of the
paramagnet-ferromagnet phase transition was determined from magnetization vs temperature measurements
and was found to depend on the underlying substrate@KCl ~100! vs BaF2 ~111!# as well as on the thickness of
the EuS layer. For thick layers (dEuS'200 ML), which mimic semibulk EuS, theTC values were found
shifted with respect to the bulk EuS~about 1 K up for layers grown on KCl and about 3 K down for layers
grown on BaF2). This effect is attributed to stress resulting mainly from the difference of thermal expansion
coefficients between the substrate and the structure. For thin layers (dEuS,10 ML), a systematic reduction of
TC with decreasing EuS layer thickness was observed. This behavior is discussed from two points of view:~a!
the reduction of the average number of magnetic neighbors because of the increasing role of the interface for
the thin layers, and~b! the three-dimensional/two-dimensional~3D/2D! crossover from a 3D Heisenberg-type
ferromagnet to a 2DXY or Ising-like system. The dependence of the magnetic anisotropy on the EuS layer
thickness was studied by ferromagnetic resonance measurements. The energy of magnetic anisotropy can be
well described as a sum of a thickness-independent~volume! part and a 1/dEuS ~surface! term. We found that
EuS layers withdEuS.2 Å magnetize in the plane of the structure.@S0163-1829~99!03045-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years a number of studies focused on struct
built of magnetic epilayers intercalated with nonmagne
material ~see, e.g., Refs. 1–3!. Such systems offer severa
attractive fundamental challenges, in particular, dimensio
effects in magnetism@three-dimensional~3D! to 2D cross-
over#, the oscillatory coupling of magnetic layers via a no
magnetic medium, the thickness dependence of the mag
anisotropy of thin layers, giant magnetoresistance effects
the strain effects resulting from the magnetic/nonmagn
layers lattice mismatch.1–9 So far, most of the investigation
were done for magnetic/nonmagnetic structures built of m
als, although other systems like oxidic multilayers with no
metallic spacers~e.g., Fe3O4-MgO) were studied as well.10

Much less is known about the systems built of semicond
tors. A particularly interesting possibility is related to th
magnetic structures build of europium chalcogenides. Th
materials, EuX (X5O, S, Se, and Te!, are magnetic semi
conductors, which crystallize in the rocksalt structure w
the lattice parameter increasing when moving from oxide
telluride.11–16 The half-filled 4f level of Eu21 is located be-
tween the valence and the conduction bands17 giving rise to a
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~22!/15220~10!/$15.00
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spin-only magnetic moment associated with the Eu21 ions
(S57/2). From magnetic point of view, EuX represents the
system of localized magnetic moments coupled by excha
interaction well modeled by an isotropic Heisenberg-ty
Hamiltonian.13,15 The character of the magnetic order o
served in EuX depends crucially on the anion: EuTe is a
antiferromagnet,15,18,19 EuSe shows both antiferromagnet
and ferromagnetic order depending on the tempera
range,15,20 and both EuS and EuO are ferromagnets.11,15,21

Each Eu21 ion in the EuS lattice is ferromagneticall
coupled to its 12 nearest magnetic neighbors~NN! (JNN /kB
510.22 K) and is antiferromagnetically coupled to its s
next-nearest neighbors~NNN! (JNNN /kB520.10 K).15,22,23

Interactions beyond NN and NNN are believed to be of m
nor importance. Bulk EuS orders ferromagnetically atTC
516.6 K.

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the
vestigations of thin films of EuX, in particular with respect
to the EuS system that in bulk is considered as an arche
Heisenberg ferromagnet.13,22–26Until now, the properties of
antiferromagnetic/nonmagneticEuTe-PbTe structures hav
been studied, for which an interlayer coupling,6,27 a decrease
of Néel temperature with decreasing EuTe layer thicknes28
15 220 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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and anisotropy effects28–31 were found. A ferromagnetic/
nonmagneticmultilayer system of EuS intercalated with in
sulating SrS has been studied as well.32 However, because o
the severe interdiffusion due to the very high temperatu
used for the deposition of the films~about 900 °C), the re-
ported samples turned out to be of insufficient quality
study the effects mentioned above. Recent work on thin E
layers concerning EuS-Fe and EuS-Cr bilayers yielded in
esting results but faced the problem of poor epitaxial co
patibility of metals and EuS.25,33 In view of this, a most
natural nonmagnetic spacer for such structures is the w
known IV-VI semiconducting compound — lead sulfid
~PbS!. Lead sulfide crystallizes in the same cubic~rocksalt!
crystal structure as EuS, and a lattice mismatch between
and PbS is only 0.5% (a0

EuS55.97 Å anda0
PbS55.94 Å at

T5300 K).
Since PbS is a typical diamagnet, magnetically the E

PbS multilayers form all-semiconducting ferromagn
diamagnet nanostructures. From the point of view of
electronic structure and the optical properties EuS-PbS m
tilayers form PbS multiple quantum well~or superlattice!
with the fundamental electronic transitions in th
infrared.34–36 Since in this structure EuS is a semiconduc
with much larger energy gap, EuS is an electron barrier m
terial. EuS crystals usually show semi-insulating elec
properties, whereas PbS is a well-known narrow gap se
conductor with low carrier concentration and semimeta
character of electric conductivity.34

The EuS-PbS multilayers are ferromagnetic nanostr
tures combining both the simple magnetic system~local
spin-only magnetic moments in an insulating crystal coup
via short-range exchange interactions!, a well-known cubic
crystal structure, and a good epitaxial compatibility of bo
ferromagnetic and diamagnetic layers. Therefore, these s
tures can be considered as the model low-dimensional n
metallic Heisenberg ferromagnets. In this paper, we will d
cuss the dependence of the magnetic properties~the Curie
temperature, the magnetic anisotropy! of EuS layers on the
thickness of the layerdEuS and the substrate-induced stre
present in the structure. The multilayers studied by us c
sisted typically of five thin~2–30 ML! layers of EuS sepa
rated by a relatively thick nonmagnetic layer of PbS, so e
of the layers is magnetically uncoupled to neighboring la
ers. We will report the results of magnetization, magne
susceptibility, and ferromagnetic resonance studies of E
PbS multilayers in a wide range of EuS layer thickness
The outline of the paper is as follows. The samples and
experimental techniques are presented in Sec. II. In Sec
the effect of stress on the temperature of ferromagne
paramagnetic phase transition is presented for thick EuS
ers (dEuS'200 ML) and is semiquantitatively analyzed. Th
next two sections~Sec. IV and Sec. V! present the analysi
of the dependence of the ferromagnetic transition temp
ture TC(dEuS), and the magnetic anisotropyK(dEuS) on the
thickness of EuS layer.

II. EXPERIMENT

The epitaxial multilayer EuS-PbS structures were gro
by thermal evaporation of PbS from a tungsten boat and
electron-beam evaporation of EuS in oil-free vacuu
s
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(1026–1027 Torr), and their sequential condensation
monocrystalline KCl ~100! or BaF2 ~111! substrates at
250 °C. The layer thickness and the growth rate were mo
tored in situ by a calibrated quartz resonator. The quality
the layers and the superlattice period were checked by x
diffraction. Typically, the rocking curves with full width a
half maximum of about 300 arcsec and the diffraction p
terns with satellite peaks of second and third order were
served. The number of EuS and PbS monolayers in
samples was calculated from the layer thickness divided
the appropriate interlayer distance (a0/2 for layers on KCl
substrate;a0 /A3 for layers on BaF2 substrate!. The thickness
of EuS and of PbS layers was determined with the accur
of 1 ML. The interdiffusion in such types of EuS-PbS stru
tures was previously investigated by x-ray diffraction profi
changes as a function of annealing temperature, yielding
intermixed region of roughly 2 ML.37 It was found from
transport measurements that our EuS layers are s
insulating, which indicates a good stoichiometry of the cry
tals. The EuS-PbS structures grown on BaF2 showed a strong
luminescence from PbS quantum wells.38,39 In contrast, no
luminescence was observed in the structures grown on K
Since the lattice mismatch between the substrate and
multilayer is rather large (Da/a54% for BaF2 and Da/a
56% for KCl-based structures! the first layer grown on the
substrate is a PbS 200—700-Å-thick buffer layer. It is e
pected ~based on the electron microscopy study of t
substrate-PbS interface! that about 30–50 Å of PbS buffe
layer contains a lot of structural defects that accommod
the elastic energy due to the lattice mismatch.

For the experiments, the samples of typical area
36 mm2 were cleaved from the center of the 1
315 mm2 wafers. We studied two series of EuS-Pb
multilayer samples with a similar spectrum of layer thic
ness, but differing by layer orientation and the type of t
substrate@KCl ~100! or BaF2 ~111!#. The parameters of al
the investigated structures are collected in Table I. The E
layer thickness was ranging from 2 to 24 ML, while the P
layers were kept relatively thick and nearly constant (dPbS
'50 ML). In each multilayer the EuS-PbS bilayer was r
peated 5 or 10 times. Additionally, a few thick EuS-Pb
bilayers (dEuS'200 ML) were grown on KCl~100! and
BaF2 ~111! as a reference to bulk EuS~Table I!.

The Cryogenic superconducting quantum interference
vice ~SQUID! magnetometer with the sensitivity o
1027 emu was used to measure magnetization as a func
of temperature,M (T), in the temperature range from 2 to 3
K. Providing magnetic fields up toB56 T this device was
unable to arrive at the true zero magnetic field in the sup
conducting coil. To take the residual field under contr
measurements were performed at the fixed field ofB
51 mT. The Lake Shore ac magnetometer was used
study the temperature dependence of ac magnetic susc
bility, x(T). The measurements were performed within t
temperature range 7—22 K, atB510 mT, alternating with
the frequencyf 5995 Hz. In all the above mentioned ex
periments, the magnetic field was applied in the plane
EuS-PbS structure and correction for demagnetization fi
was not made.

Apart from the magnetization and the magnetic susce
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bility measurements, the ferromagnetic resonance~FMR!
was studied using a BrukerX-band spectrometer (f
59.45 GHz) equipped with an Oxford Instruments low
temperature continuous flow cryostat. Since this device c
ers the temperature range 4<T<300 K and magnetic field
rangeB<2 T, it excellently fits the requirements for FMR
measurements of EuS layers (TC

bulk516.6 K, maximum de-
magnetization field about 1.5 T!.

To study the ferromagnetic phase transition, the temp
ture dependence of magnetizationM (T) was measured a
low field (B51 mT). The critical temperatureTC was de-
termined as the temperature corresponding to the inflec
point of the low-fieldM (T) dependence~arrows in Fig. 1!.
The application of different methods for determining the C
rie temperature@Arrot plots, phenomenologicalM (T)}(TC
2T)1/2 dependence# yield about the same result with th
accuracy of a few tenths of Kelvin, which is almost an ord
of magnitude smaller than theTC changes we present in th
work.

All our experimental data~the temperature and magnet
field dependence of magnetization, the temperature de
dence of magnetic susceptibility, and the temperature and
angle dependence of ferromagnetic resonance! clearly indi-
cate a ferromagnetic transition even for multilayers with E
thickness of only 2 ML. The thickness of the EuS layer
however, one of the primary factors determining the act
ferromagnetic transition temperature as will be discussed
low.

III. THE EFFECT OF STRESS

To provide a reference for our multilayers, we have
vestigated thick EuS-PbS epilayers (dEuS'200 ML, see

TABLE I. The EuS-PbS multilayers studied in this work.~For
the layers withn.10 ML the thickness is rounded to the neare
integer.!

Thickness~in monolayers! Number of Substrate
EuS-PbS and orientation

dEuS dPbS periods

2.0 59 5 KCl~100!
2.7 57 5 KCl~100!
5.0 59 5 KCl~100!
6.7 57 5 KCl~100!
10 52 5 KCl ~100!
18 59 5 KCl ~100!
22 52 10 KCl~100!
167 270 1 KCl~100!
201 152 1 KCl~100!

1.7 51 5 BaF2 ~111!
2.3 50 5 BaF2 ~111!
2.9 45 5 BaF2 ~111!
4.4 51 5 BaF2 ~111!
5.8 50 5 BaF2 ~111!
8.7 45 5 BaF2 ~111!
16 51 5 BaF2 ~111!
23 50 5 BaF2 ~111!
203 161 1 BaF2 ~111!
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Table I! grown both on BaF2 and KCl substrates. The ferro
magnetic transition temperaturesTC were found to be shifted
with respect to the critical temperature of the bulk EuS cr
tal TC

bulk516.6 K. Moreover, the temperature shiftDTC

5TC2TC
bulk appeared to be substrate dependent. For th

EuS-PbS bilayers grown on the KCl~100! substrateDTC is
about11 K ~i.e., increase of critical temperature!. In con-
trast, for the EuS-PbS bilayer with similar thicknesses,
grown on BaF2 ~111!, DTC is about23 K ~i.e., decrease of
critical temperature!. In Fig. 1 the results for two samples o
two different substrates are presented. We attribute the
served shift of critical temperatureDTC to the in-plane stress
present in our EuS-PbS structures. This stress change
Eu-Eu distances and this in turn influences the spin-spin
change integralsJi , eventually changing the ferromagnet
transition temperatureTC (TC}(ziJi , wherei corresponds
to the number of coordinate sphere andzi is the number of
magnetic neighbors40!. One can expect that the opposite si
of DTC for EuS-PbS layers grown either on KCl~100! or on
BaF2 ~111! corresponds to a different kind of lattice defo
mation.

The main sources of stress that have to be taken
account in the case of our heterostructures are the substr
multilayer lattice mismatch, the EuS-PbS lattice mismat
and the difference between the thermal expansion co
cients ~TEC! of the substrate and the multilayer. At th
growth temperature (Tg5520 K), the stress due to the la
tice mismatch (Da/a) between the KCl and PbS buffer laye
or between the BaF2 and PbS buffer is expected to be relax
by the creation of structural defects~3D island-type growth!
in a thin PbS layer at the interface of the substrate/P
buffer. It is known that even for quite thick buffer layers,
many semiconductor strained heterostructures, the relaxa
of the substrate-buffer mismatch-induced strain might be
complete.41 However, since the lattice constants of both K
~6.29 Å! and BaF2 ~6.20 Å! are larger than the lattice con

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of low-field magnetizat
(B51 mT) of EuS~201 ML!-PbS~152 ML! bilayer grown on the
KCl ~100! substrate~open squares! and for the EuS~203 ML!-
PbS~161 ML! bilayer grown on the BaF2 ~111! substrate~full
circles!. The solid lines are guides to the eye only. The ferrom
netic temperaturesTC were determined as the inflection point of th
M (T) curve. TheTC

bulk516.6 K for bulk EuS is also shown.
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stants of PbS~5.94 Å! and EuS~5.97 Å!, the action of this
source of stress would result in qualitatively the same beh
ior ~i.e., lowering of the transition temperature! for structures
grown on either substrate. Therefore, this effect cannot
count for our experimental findings. Due to the small latt
mismatch between EuS and PbS~0.5%!, these layers grow
pseudomorphically on top of each other up to more th
1000 Å, and the strain in these structures is shared~in the
ideal situation! by EuS and PbS layers in accordance w
their lattice constants, thicknesses, and elastic constan41

However, it is well known from the low-temperature optic
and transport studies of related PbTe/BaF2 and PbSe/BaF2
IV-VI heterostructures, that in these layers the more imp
tant source of stress is the difference between the TEC o
substrate and the layer.42 Since the substrate, the PbS buffe
and the rest of the multilayer are elastically strongly coup
layers, the lowering of the temperature from the growth te
perature (Tg5520 K) down to the temperature range of fe
romagnetic phase transition (TC510–20 K) might result in
a lattice mismatch due to the different temperature dep
dence of TEC of the substrate and the multilayer.

The effect of TEC stress was calculated for the tempe
ture interval fromTg5520 K down toTC510 K for EuS-
PbS bilayers grown on KCl and on BaF2. In our calculations,
we adopted the simple model41 assuming that~1! at the
growth temperatureTg5520 K the stress due to the lattic
mismatch between substrate and PbS buffer is fully relax
and ~2! all the TEC stress builds in the structure when t
sample is cooled down~no possibility for the formation of
new defects!.41 The neglegible role of the relaxation of TE
stress by the formation of defects is confirmed by the lack
the dependence of the magnetic properties of EuS-PbS
thermal cycling between room temperature and liquid heli
temperature.

For the case of the EuS-PbS structure on the KCl~100!
substrate, we expect the following thermal history. The T
of KCl (aKCl53731026 K21 at T5300 K) is substan-
tially larger than the TEC of PbS (aPbS52031026 K21 at
T5300 K). This means that with lowering the temperatu
the KCl-substrate shrinks faster than the PbS-buffer la
and the EuS-PbS structure is subjected to compressing~in
plane! biaxial stress increasing with decreasing temperat
In our calculations we took into account the temperature
pendence of TEC of the substrate and the TEC of the
buffer layer. This mismatch of TEC’s causes the differen
(DaTEC) between the reduction of lattice constant of K
(DaKCl) and PbS-buffer (DaPbS), when the temperature low
ers fromTg5520 K to T510 K. Because the substrate
much thicker ('1 mm) than the buffer (,0.1 mm), we
assume that practically all the TEC stress will accumulate
PbS-buffer layer. In this~KCl-substrate! case of EuS-PbS
structure, the bulk lattice constant of PbS, at low tempe
tures, will be then reduced by the value ofDaTEC5(DaKCl
2DaPbS),0. This ‘‘new’’ in-plane lattice constantai will
be set for both PbS and EuS layersai5ai

PbS5ai
EuS. Our

estimation yields the in-plane lattice constant of EuS la
ai

EuS, which is about 1% shorter as compared to the b
materiala0

EuS at T510 K. The accompanying deformatio
of the EuS unit cell along the normal to the plane of the la
~Poisson effect! was determined by using the common stre
strain relations in cubic crystals, with boundary condition
v-
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zero stress perpendicular to the plane~100! of EuS layer and
biaxial stress in the plane of the layer.41 Using this calcula-
tion, the ratio of the in-plane strain to the perpendicular o
e' /ei520.17 was found.

In the molecular field approach, the ferromagnetic critic
temperatureTC for EuS is related to the exchange integra
JNN ~nearest neighbors! and JNNN ~next-nearest neighbors!
through the following expression: kBTC5a(12JNN

16JNNN), wherea52S(S11)/3510.5 for Eu ions. In our
calculations, the change ofTC results from the changes o
the interspin distances between 12 NN magnetic ions.
effect due to 6 NNN is not important since the experimen
data suggest that in Eu chalcogenides theJNNN exchange
integral is only weakly dependent on lattice constan40

dJNNN(a)/da'0. In that case, the change ofTC is given
by DTC(a)'a@dJNN(a)/da#Daeff , where Daeff5@4Dai
18(Da'/21Dai/2)# and Daeff /A2 is the effective change
of distances of all 12 NN to given Eu ion@4 NN in the~100!
plane and 8 NN in neighboring planes#, affected by the in-
plane biaxial stress. The obtained result isDaeff

57.32Da0
EuS, whereDa0

EuS is the difference between the in
plane strained lattice constantai

EuSanda0
EuSof the unstrained

bulk EuS~compare with the case of homogenous hydrosta
pressure, whenDaeff512Da0

EuS). The reduction is due to the
opposite changes of the perpendicular and in-plane lat
parameters (e' /ei,0), which influences the interspin dis
tances between NN located in different lattice planes. T
lattice constant dependence of the NN exchange param
dJNN(a)/da was taken@assumingdJNNN(a)/da'0] from
the high-pressure neutron diffraction measurements of a b
EuS.40 In the range of interatomic distances corresponding
our case, the changes ofTC were found to bedTC(a)/da
52(13367) K/Å . Using the neutron scattering data o
dTC /da as well as the calculatedDaeff induced by TEC, we
are now able to estimate the shiftDTC of the critical tem-
perature of EuS-PbS structure on KCl~100! substrate with
respect toTC of bulk EuS, yieldingDTC516.2 K.

It has to be noticed that our estimation provides the up
limit for the considered effect since we assumed that
complete ~no partial relaxation! TEC-induced stress is
present in the structure. The calculated increase ofTC is
larger than the one obtained in the experiment~Fig. 1!. It
suggests that the stress might be partially relaxed, e.g., in
form of lattice defects, during the cooling process from t
growth to room temperature and further down to the fer
magnetic region. Preliminary results of x-ray diffractio
studies of the lattice constant (a') perpendicular to the~100!
plane of EuS-PbS/KCl multilayer suggest that our structu
are stressed atT5300 K in a way expected for the action o
the TEC-induced stress. To our knowledge, there are no l
temperature x-ray diffraction data available for the in-pla
lattice parameter that would provide a direct quantitat
measure of the lattice deformation.

Similarly as above, one can calculateDTC
f for the free-

standing pseudomorphic EuS-PbS multilayer~without KCl
substrate! when the only source of stress is the differen
between the lattice constants of bulk crystals of EuS and
~at low temperatures!. For layers with similar elastic con
stants and equal thickness (dEuS'dPbS), roughly half of the
lattice mismatch stress builds in each of them.28,41The result
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for the free-standing EuS-PbS structure grown in the@100#
direction is DTC

f 511.7 K. This indicates thatTC of
strained EuS-PbS/KCl could be shifted at most with14.5 K
(DTC2DTC

f ) higher with respect to theTC of the pseudo-
morphically strained free EuS-PbS structure. This resul
our calculations was directly verified experimentally. T
temperature dependence of the ac magnetic susceptib
@x(T)# of EuS-PbS structure on the KCl substrate was co
pared with thex(T) dependence observed for the sam
sample without the substrate~free-standing EuS-PbS struc
ture with KCl substrate removed by dissolving in wate!.
During the measurement, the free EuS-PbS structure h
on the glass substrate by weak van der Waals forces
negligible substrate-layer stress. As shown in Fig. 2, the
moval of the KCl substrate leads to the decrease of the
romagnetic transition temperatureTC . Both curves are
shifted one from the other by 2–3 K in a way expected
the action of the stress due to the difference in thermal
pansion coefficient of the structure and the substrate.

The case of EuS-PbS on the BaF2 ~111! substrate is some
what different. The TEC of BaF2 (aBaF2

51731026 K21

at T5300 K) is slightly smaller than that of PbS (aPbS

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of ac magnetic susceptib
for the EuS~167 ML!-PbS~270 ML! bilayer ~a! and the@EuS~18
ML !-PbS~59 ML!# multilayer ~b!. The solid lines show the data fo
layers on the KCl~100! substrates, whereas the dashed lines sh
the data for the same layers without substrate.
f

ity
-

ds
th
e-
r-

r
x-

52031026 K21 at T5300 K). This means that the tensil
in-plane stress is acting on the PbS-buffer layer with decre
ing temperature. The calculations of the in-plane~111!
Eu-Eu distanceb were carried out in a way analogous to th
KCl case considered above. It turns out that, despite the
sile in-plane stress of the PbS-buffer, the unit cell of the E
layer is still under in-plane compression due to the EuS-P
lattice mismatch (ai

EuS is 0.3% shorter thana0
EuS of bulk

EuS!. The deformation of the EuS unit cell within the~111!
plane was found to beDbeff55Db0

EuS. It has to be noticed
that the relation between the in-plane and perpendic
strain is now given bye' /ei520.75.38 With respect to the
bulk EuS the calculated shift ofTC for the EuS-PbS structure
on BaF2 is DTC510.7 K, while for the free-standing~111!
EuS-PbS structureDTC

f 510.8 K.
Our analysis of the effect of stress on the magnetic pr

erties of EuS-PbS/KCl structures indicates the important r
of this effect and shows that the increase of critical tempe
ture observed for layers as compared to the bulk crystals
be well understood. One can demonstrate this effect exp
mentally in a very straightforward way. The analysis pe
formed for the case of EuS-PbS/BaF2 structures indicates a
much less significant influence of stress-induced change
interspin distances on critical temperature. Therefore, the
fect of thermal stress does not explain the experiment
observed reduction of Curie temperatures of EuS-PbS la
on BaF2 substrates. Since both KCl- and BaF2-based struc-
tures were grown in a single growth procedure, we can d
regard the possible chemical changes in the EuS layers~non-
stoichiometry, etc.!. In our opinion, the factor that may b
important for EuS-PbS/BaF2 layers is the stress-induce
lowering of the crystal lattice symmetry. We expect tetrag
nal lattice distortion for KCl~100!-based structures but
lower symmetry~trigonal! distortion for BaF2 ~111!-based
structures. This difference is the consequence of the ‘‘go
compatibility’’ of biaxial symmetry of stress and four-fol
symmetry of the~100! plane of rocksalt lattice and the ‘‘non
compatible’’ character of biaxial stress and sixfold symme
of the ~111! plane. The quantification of this suggestion v
theoretical calculations of the exchange interactions in E
in distorted lattice is, to our knowledge, not known.

IV. THICKNESS DEPENDENCE OF THE
FERROMAGNETIC TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

The magnetic properties of two series of EuS-PbS mu
layers on KCl~100! or BaF2 ~111! were studied as a function
of the thickness of ferromagnetic EuS layerdEuS varying
from 2 to 24 ML. Since the PbS layers were relatively thi
(dPbS'50 ML), our system can be considered as consist
of noncoupled thin magnetic layers. The thickness of the P
layer was practically the same for all the studied structu
~see Table I!.

The temperature dependence of the low-fieldB
51 mT) magnetization M (T) clearly shows a
paramagnetic-ferromagnetic phase transition. The repre
tative result for three structures grown on BaF2 substrate is
displayed in Fig. 3. The ferromagnetic transition temperat
TC clearly depends on the thickness of the magnetic E
layer. In Fig. 4 we show theTC(dEuS) dependence for both
series of the investigated EuS-PbS structures. The data
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thick EuS('200 ML)-PbS('150 ML) bilayers are pre-
sented as well~see Table I!. For both series of structures, th
TC(dEuS) dependence reveals qualitatively the same beh
ior. However, the transition temperatures of the EuS-P
structures on BaF2 are shifted to lower temperatures by abo
4 K with respect to the KCl-based structures. This effec
attributed to the stress present in the EuS-PbS system
discussed in the previous section. For structures with an
layer thicker than roughly 10 ML, the value ofTC is nearly
the same~within the accuracy ofTC determination, which is
61/4 K), and corresponds to theTC of semibulk EuS~thick
bilayers! on the BaF2 or on the KCl substrate. For the stru

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetization meas
at low magnetic field (B51 mT) for three EuS-PbS multilayer
grown on BaF2 substrate: EuS~3 ML!-PbS~50 ML!, circles; EuS~4
ML !-PbS~51 ML!, triangles; EuS~16 ML!-PbS~51 ML!, squares.
The dashed lines are guides to eye only. The arrows indicate
ferromagnetic phase transition temperatureTC determined as the
inflection point of theM (T) curve.

FIG. 4. The thickness dependence of the Curie temperatureTC

for two series of EuS-PbS multilayers grown on KCl~100! substrate
~open squares!, and on BaF2 ~111! substrate~full circles!. Solid
lines correspond to the calculations@Eq. ~2!# for the case of sharp
EuS-PbS interface, whereas the dashed lines correspond to the
of intermixed interface of 2-ML width.
v-
S
t
s
as
S

tures with EuS layers thinner than 10 ML,TC decreases with
decreasing EuS layer thickness~Fig. 4!. We attribute this
effect primarily to the reduction of an average number
magnetic neighbors for magnetic ions located at the in
faces. Even for the sharp EuS-PbS interface, spins in
outermost monolayers have less magnetic neighbors
spins in the volume of EuS layer. For the realistic case
EuS-PbS interfaces with finite widths, the intermixing
EuS with PbS reduces the average number of magn
neighbors even further. This effect was directly observed
e.g., NMR studies of the Co-Cu interface.44

We considered this effect using a so-called ‘‘bond-los
model28,42,43that originates from the mean-field approach.
this model,kBTC is simply proportional to the total ground
state energy of the ferromagnetic state:kBTC'(ziJiS

2. In
this approximation, the phase transition temperatureTC

(n) for
the layer containingn EuS monolayers scales by the avera
number of magnetic neighborsz̄i :

TC
(n)5TC

bulk~ z̄1JNN1 z̄2JNNN!/~12JNN16JNNN!, ~1!

where z̄1 and z̄2 are the average numbers of nearest nei
bors ~coupled byJNN) and next-nearest neighbors~coupled
by JNNN), respectively, which depend on the numbern of
EuS monolayers in the layer.

The TC(dEuS) dependence was analyzed separately
KCl- and BaF2-based series of EuS-PbS multilayers. T
critical temperature of appropriate semibulk~stressed! EuS,
which was determined experimentally for the samples w
thick EuS layers, was adopted asTC

bulk ~Table II!. The num-

ber of magnetic neighborsz̄1 ~and z̄2) was calculated for Eu
ions located in each ofn monolayers of the EuS layer. Th
average number of magnetic neighbors,z̄1(n) and z̄2(n),
depends on the thickness of the EuS layer, on the gro
direction, and on the intermixing profile at the interface~Fig.
5!. For example, the Eu ion in the outermost layer at a sh
EuS-PbS interface for KCl~100!-based structure has only
NN and 5 NNN instead of 12 NN and 6 NNN as in bulk Eu
while it has 6 NN and 3 NNN at the~111! sharp EuS-PbS
interface for BaF2 ~111!-based structure. For the intermixe
interface, the average number of magnetic neighbors
calculated assuming a random distribution of Eu ions o
the sites of the cation sublattice. The probability of a giv
site to be occupied is given by the composition profile in t
intermixing region. For the layer with sharp interfac
the profile $ . . . 0,1,1,. . . ,1,1,0, . . .% was taken
@Fig. 5~a!#, whereas in the case of nonsharp interface
linear profile, extending for 2 ML, was assume

red

he

ase

TABLE II. Parameters used for the calculations of the thickne
dependence of the ferromagnetic phase transition temperatureTC

(n) .

Substrate Interface TC
bulk Parameterc of Eq. ~2!

KCl sharp 17.3 K 2/3
KCl intermixing of 2 ML 17.3 K 1.07
BaF2 sharp 13.6 K 0.35
BaF2 intermixing of 2 ML 13.6 K 1.01
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FIG. 5. Schematic presentatio
of the EuS-PbS structure grown i
different crystallographic direc-
tions: @100# ~KCl-based structure!
and @111# (BaF2-based structure!.
~a! shows the sharp interface
while ~b! shows the case of an in
terface of 2-ML width.
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will
$ . . . ,0,1/3,2/3,1,. . . ,1,2/3,1/3,0, . . .% @Fig. 5~b!#. This pro-
file preserves the total number of spins. The final express
for TC

(n) reads

TC
(n)5TC

bulk~12c/n!, ~2!

wherec is a numerical parameter. In Table II the paramet
of c and TC

bulk , used for the calculations ofTC
(n) , were col-

lected. The following values of exchange parameters15,22

were taken:JNN /kB510.22 K and JNNN /kB520.10 K.
In Fig. 4, we show the predictions of this ‘‘bond-loss’’ ap
proach@Eq. ~2!# with a sharp EuS-PbS interface~solid lines!
as well as with a nonsharp interface~dashed line! both for
KCl- and for BaF2-based series of structures. We note th
this simple model provides a satisfactory description of
experimental data if one assumes an interface mixing
about 2 ML. This finding is in agreement with x-ray studi
of the influence of temperature on interdiffusion process
PbS-EuS structures, which suggest quite a low interdiffus
coefficient and a sharp EuS-PbS interface, of the orde
1–2 ML.37 We would like to stress that in the calculation
presented in Fig. 4 the only adjustable parameter was
intermixing profile.

Since in our samples the ratiodEuS/dPbS is not constant,
and for pseudomorphically strained structures the strai
shared inversely proportional to thickness of the layers in
structure,28,41 we could expect the small effect of strain
induced contribution to theTC(d) dependence, which we
ignored in our derivation of Eq.~2!. The compressing in-
plane stress of the EuS layer~due to the EuS-PbS lattic
mismatch! could only intensify with decreasing EuS lay
thickness and would result in an increase ofTC , i.e., the
effect opposite to the prediction of ‘‘bond-loss’’ model an
experimental observations. We can disregard this effect
EuS-PbS multilayers because it is not the EuS-PbS la
mismatch but TEC-induced stress that is believed to be
dominant source of strain in these systems.

Our analysis of the thickness dependence of the C
temperatureTC(dEuS) of EuS-PbS multilayers presente
above is based on the molecular field approach. This
n
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proach turned out to be quite successful both for our lay
and for other ferromagnetic ultrathin systems.45–47However,
the mean-field description of the ferromagnetic transition
low-dimensional magnetic systems with short-range inter
tions may serve only as the first approximation to the th
retical analysis of this transition.48–50 Below, we discuss the
ferromagnetic transition in EuS-PbS multilayers within t
framework of other concepts developed for the analysis
dimensional effects in low-dimensional magnetic systems

The dependence of the critical temperature of the fer
magnetic phase transition (TC) on the thickness of the mag
netic layers is frequently discussed in terms of the concep
finite-size scaling.48–50 This approach predicts, in particula
that the shift of the critical temperature (TC

(n)2TC
bulk) is ~for

n→`) expected to vary asn2l, wherel51/n3. Here n3

52/3 is the critical exponent for the magnetic correlati
length of the 3D system. The characteristic dimensionalityD
of a system is determined by the number of spatial dim
sions in which the system has infinite extent. According
the layer of finite thicknessd (d3`3`) will exhibit two-
dimensional critical behavior as observed in purely 2D p
nar systems (̀ 3`). In the light of the finite-size scaling
theory, the crossover from 2D to 3D critical behavior of
system takes place when the temperature approaches
critical temperatureTC

(n) , and should occur when the mag
netic correlation length@j(T)# becomes of the order of th
thickness of the layerd. Thus, sufficiently thin layers fulfill
the criteriond'j(T) at temperatureT well above theTC

(n) ,
and then the nature of the phase transition will be analog
to 2D systems. Moreover, for two-dimensional~finite size!
magnetic systems, the long-range order is expected to ap
at lower temperatures than for the three-dimensional~bulk!
systems.

As we mentioned before, EuS bulk crystals are isotro
3D Heisenberg systems exhibiting a ferromagnetic ph
transition. It is well known that the 2D Heisenberg syste
does not order at any finite temperature.45 However, it is
expected that a 2D Heisenberg system with anisotropy
show a 2D Ising-like transition.49,50 Our FMR studies that
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will be presented in Sec. V clearly show that in EuS-P
multilayers the dominant source of magnetic anisotropy
the shape anisotropy resulting from dipole-dipole inter
tions, by which magnetization vector will stay in the plane
the EuS layer that corresponds to the effectiveXY spin di-
mensionality of the EuS thin layers. In this respect, EuS-P
structures behave in a way well known for metallic ferr
magnetic layers.7 One can expect that the weak in-plane a
isotropy~see Sec. V! could cause the Ising-like effective sp
dimensionality of EuS-PbS multilayers.47,48 Our attempt to
verify experimentally this lattice and spin dimensional
crossover in EuS-PbS multilayers by studing the critical
dex of magnetic susceptibility turned out to be unsucces
because of the considerable rounding-off of the sharp lim
ing phase transition.

We compared the obtained thickness dependence ofTC
(n)

for our EuS layers with the results of exact calculations p
formed for ferromagnetic Ising ultrathin layers containingn
monolayers.49,51 The calculations were done forn
53,4, . . . ,10 fcc lattice ~mono!layers with free-surface
boundary conditions. The extrapolation of high-temperat
expansion series for zero-field magnetic susceptibility w
used to estimate the critical temperatures. The dependen
the Curie temperature@given in terms of the paramete
vc(n)5tanh(J/kTC

(n))] on the thickness of the layer~given in
terms of the numbern of monolayers! is given by47,51

vc~n!'vc~`!1
0.350

~n11/2!l
, ~3!

where l51.56. The temperature shift exponentl51/n3
51.56 agrees well with the value 3/2 expected from thed
'j(TC

(n)) criterion used in the finite scaling analysis of th
Curie temperature shift (TC

(n)2TC
bulk). In Fig. 6, our experi-

mental data obtained for EuS-PbS layers are compared
the predictions of Eq.~3!. It has to be noted that the calcu
lations were performed for model Ising ferromagnets and

FIG. 6. The thickness dependence of the~normalized! ferromag-
netic critical temperatureTC

(n)/TC
bulk for two series of EuS-PbS mul

tilayers grown on the KCl~100! substrate~open squares! and on the
BaF2 ~111! substrate~full circles!. The solid line is the result of
calculations for ultrathin ferromagnetic Ising layers~Ref. 42! @Eq.
~3!#.
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not take into account such factors as the interactions betw
NNN, the intermixing of magnetic and nonmagnetic layers
the interface, and the nonzero magnetic field applied in
experiment. These factors might be relevant for a reali
description of the EuS-PbS system. In spite of its mo
character, Eq.~3! describes our data rather well over th
whole measured range.

V. MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY

The EuS-PbS multilayers grown on KCl~100! and on
BaF2 ~111! substrates were also studied by ferromagne
resonance~FMR!. The primary aim of these measuremen
was to determine the dependence of the magnetic anisot
on the thickness of the EuS layer. We have studied the t
perature dependence of the position of the FMR line both
the configuration with magnetic field in the plane of the lay
(H i) and in the configuration with magnetic field normal
the plane of the layer (H'). At temperaturesT!TC , we also
examined the complete angle dependence of the reson
line position. The details of these measurements will be d
cussed elsewhere. The main conclusions relevant for this
per are as follows.

From the analysis of the temperature dependence of b
the H i and H' we determined the ferromagnetic transitio
temperatureTC , which was found to follow the thicknes
dependence already discussed in Sec. IV. Since the temp
ture control in the FMR experiment is somewhat worse th
in the SQUID or in the magnetic susceptibility measu
ments, and the FMR involves the application of a no
negligible external magnetic field, theTC(dEuS) dependence
serves only as an additional confirmation of the other d
shown in Fig. 4.

From the analysis of the angle dependence of the F
line position, we determined the effective magnetization a
magnetic anisotropy energy of EuS layers. The reduction
the effective magnetization of the thin layer from the val
observed in bulk crystals is attributed to the magnetic surf
anisotropy. We observe in Fig. 7 that the separation of
volume (KV) and surface (KS) anisotropy terms can be don
by a common practice in the field7 using aKd vs d plot. The

FIG. 7. The thickness dependence of the magnetic anisotr
per unit area for two series of EuS-PbS multilayers grown on
KCl ~100! substrates~open triangles! and on the BaF2 ~111! sub-
strates~full triangles!.
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experimental data are well described by the relat
K(dEuS)5KV12KS /dEuS, and for EuS-PbS structures o
the KCl substrate the anisotropy coefficients areKV5
20.67(60.02) MJ m23 and KS50.05(60.02) mJ m22,
while for the BaF2 case,KV520.71(60.03) MJ m23 and
KS50.08(60.03) mJ m22.

One can notice that for the EuS-PbS layers the surf
term becomes dominant only for extremely thin layers
EuS (dEuS<2 Å ). Since this thickness is below 1 ML, on
may conclude that the EuS-PbS multilayers always mag
tize in the plane of the structure and this process is driven
a dominant shape anisotropy of the EuS layers. The magn
anisotropy contributionK}1/d is likely to arise from the
lowering of the symmetry of the magnetic layers at the Eu
PbS interface.7,45 Since in our structures the dominant sour
of stress is expected to be the TEC-induced contribution,
do not expect the 1/d contribution due to magnetoelast
effects.45 This mechanism is likely to contribute to EuS vo
ume anisotropy constant and might partially explain sm
difference of volume contributions observed for laye
grown on different substrates. The larger contribution of s
face anisotropy observed for BaF2-based layers as compare
to KCl based layers is in accordance with our sugges
~Sec. III! of lower symmetry of EuS layers at the EuS-P
interface in BaF2 ~111!-based structures as compared to K
~100!-based structures.

We would also like to mention that the analysis of t
width of the FMR line may serve as an indication about
quality of the layers. For our multilayer structures the peak
peak width of theH i resonance isDHpp'300–500 G for
structures grown on the KCl~100! substrate andDHpp
'400–600 G for structures grown on the BaF2 ~111! sub-
strates. This result would indicate somewhat better~mag-
netic! perfection of KCl-based structures. Comparing
other thin ferromagnetic layers such as Co-Cu multilayer44

the FMR linewidth observed in EuS-PbS structures is re
tively large.

Additionally, one expects also a weak anisotropy in t
plane of the layer due, in particular, to the single ion anis
ropy of Eu21 ions. This effect is well known in electron
paramagnetic resonance studies of Eu21 ions and it origi-
nates from the small influence of the electric field of liga
ions on the ground state of the Eu21 ion in the crystal lattice.
To obtain the information on the in-plane magnetic anis
ropy we have studied the angle dependence of FMR
position with the magnetic field directed along different cry
w
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tallographic directions in the plane of the layer. The in-pla
angle dependence of FMR line was, however, barely
solved indicating the in-plane anisotropy field much sma
than width of the line, i.e., about 100–200 G.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the dependence of the magnetic pro
ties of semiconducting ferromagnetic multilayers EuS-P
KCl and EuS-PbS/BaF2 on the thickness of the EuS laye
The substantial reduction of the ferromagnetic Curie te
peratureTC is observed for structures with decreasing E
layer thickness belowdEuS,10 ML. This effect can be
qualitatively described taking into account the reduction
the number of magnetic neighbors for Eu ions located at~or
close to! the interface between ferromagnetic EuS and d
magnetic PbS. To reproduce the experimentalTC(dEuS) de-
pendence one has to assume an interface width of 2 ML.
thickness dependence ofTC calculated exactly for ferromag
netic Ising ultrathin layers49,51 also describes our data rath
well.

The energy of magnetic anisotropyKEuS was determined
from the temperature and the angle dependence of the fe
magnetic resonance line. We found that theK(dEuS) depen-
dence can be described by the well-known expressionK
5KV12KS /dEuS with the dominant role of the volumeKV
term ~shape anisotropy!. Our results show that the thicknes
of the EuS layer required for the perpendicular~to the layer!
magnetization of the structure is about 2 Å, i.e., it is below
ML thickness.

We have also studied the role of stress present in
structures due to the difference between thermal expan
coefficients of the substrates and the structures. The s
quantitative analysis of this effect indicates that it might
responsible for a few Kelvin shift of the Curie temperatu
and it is expected to operate differently for KCl~100! and for
BaF2 ~111! substrates. The effect of thermal stress on Cu
temperature of EuS-PbS structures on KCl was experim
tally demonstrated by magnetic susceptibility measureme
of EuS layers on the substrate and the same layer withou
substrate~removed by dissolving in water!.
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